
 

 

Letters to Zimmerman 

April 2010 

On April 15, 2010, I received the following notice from the Huffington Post. 

Obviously, it was not written to me personally, but rather to an anti-

creationist choir at the HuffPo. It piqued my curiosity for obvious reasons… 

 

Apr 15, 2010 

Dear Tony, 

            As I point out in my latest Huffington Post piece, there are real 

dangers in ignoring creationists.  You can read it here 

(http://www.huffingtonpost.com/michael-zimmerman/danger-of-

creationism_b_538367.html).  If you’re so inclined, please post a comment and 

share the article with friends who might also be interested.  Thanks to many 

of you, my last essay has become the seventh most-commented-upon blog in 

Huffington Post history!   

                                                                        

Michael  

p.s.  As always, if you want to stop receiving notes about my essays, just 

let me know and I’ll remove you from the list.  

Michael Zimmerman  

 

Apr 16, 2010 

Dr Zimmerman, 

I intend to respond to your post, for fairly obvious reasons, but I don't 

wish to misrepresent you. Could you clarify what you meant by "religion as a 

social construct?" 

You've neglected to respond to me at the HuffPo, presumably due to the sheer 

load of comments, I'm sure. 

 

Rev Tony Breeden 

http://DefendingGenesis.org 
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Apr 18, 2010 

Reverend Breeden, 

            I think our correspondence has come to an end.  Given the things 

you’ve said about me on the “yourenothelping” blog, it seems clear that 

you’re not in the least interested in having a productive discussion.  To 

claim that any of my writings are “pure invective-laden spew” crosses the 

line of decency – especially when they’re not!  You also wrote that “he 

regularly doesn’t approve comments that make him look bad.”  What an amazing 

statement since there’s not a single location in this world where I have any 

control at all over any comments.  I have no idea what you’re talking about – 

and I suspect that you have no idea what you’re talking about.  But by 

writing such things publicly, others may believe you – even though what 

you’re saying has no basis in reality.  And, of course, none of this mentions 

the fairly amazing tone you use on your own blog.  

            I harbor no ill will toward you.  Rather, I see no productive 

value from engaging with you any longer.  All the best.  

                                                                             

       Michael  

Michael Zimmerman  

Professor of Biology  

Butler University  

 

Apr 19, 2010 

Dr Zimmerman, 

  

First, let me say if you truly wish no other dialogue with me, well, it's 

your call. From here, it just looks kinda looks like your finding ways to 

avoid answering a direct question. But let me clear a few things up: 

  

Re: "You also wrote that “he regularly doesn’t approve comments that make him 

look bad.” What an amazing statement since there’s not a single location in 

this world where I have any control at all over any comments.  I have no idea 

what you’re talking about – and I suspect that you have no idea what you’re 

talking about." 

  

I'm sure you're aware that all comments at the HuffPo are moderated. If 

you're not the moderator of the comments on your own posts there, well, that 

would be just odd. So out of the ordinary, in fact, that you'll have to 

forgive me for making the wholly reasonable assumption that you did moderate 

comments on your posts. You see, a few of my comments were not approved, 



 

 

though many atheist comments of a most inflammatory tone are regularly 

approved. If you're truly not at the helm of commnet moderation on these 

HuffPo posts, well, I apologize for the accusation. 

  

Re "Given the things you’ve said about me on the “yourenothelping” blog, it 

seems clear that you’re not in the least interested in having a productive 

discussion.  To claim that any of my writings are “pure invective-laden spew” 

crosses the line of decency – especially when they’re not!" 

  

I'm sorry if you didn't like what I had to say. I'm fairly certain with your 

credentials and standing that you may not be accustomed to overt honesty. I'm 

simply calling things as I see them. People aren't always going to say what 

you want to hear. I'm sure you prefer the flattery of the "you'renothelping" 

bloggers. 

  

Now the post referenced at the yournohelping blogsite, well, it was in fact 

pure invective-laden spew. I've laid out my reasons in the comments I wrote 

on their site. The fact is you gave your readers a good dose of pulpit-

pounding rhetoric with little substance. It was probably if you were the 

choir you were preaching to, but for those of us experienced in the 

evolution-creation controversy it was pretty sophomoric in depth and in 

execution. You threw up a few straw men, alleged we're all greedy theocrats 

and, well, I've already covered this in those comments. Even if you disagreed 

[and I was sure you would], I'm not really sure why you overreacted thus. 

  

Re: "I suspect that you have no idea what you’re talking about.  But by 

writing such things publicly, others may believe you – even though what 

you’re saying has no basis in reality." 

  

Let me get this straight, doc. You think what I'm saying has no basis in 

reality. You're afraid folks will believe me. BUT you don't feel any further 

discussion would be productive. You do know that I'm going to keep writing. 

I'm going to keep exposing you for the fraud you are. It's that simple. More 

and more folks are going to start realizing what a sham your pet clergy 

project is. You've simply re-packaged the modernism heresy of the church and 

tried to paint it orthodox. You're an atheist evolutionist with an axe to 

grind and you're simply using these compromising LIBERAL heterodox [read: not 

orthodox; or having drifted away from traditional church doctrine and 

biblical authority] clergy for your own ends. 

  

I'm not really surprised you found so many clergy within the liberal mainline 

denominations to sign your letter of biblical compromise. These guys gave up 

on the authority of God's revealed Word and quickly began sliding into 

heterodoxy and outright heresy decades ago. Point in fact, I've done a bit of 

research, and that minister you found to write your "Christian" Clergy 

Letter, the husband of one of your underlings, couldn't even bring himself to 

affirm the Apostle's Creed and taught his church that Joshua almost certainly 

did not cross over the Jordan on dry land as the Bible states because that 

would require a miracle. Can't have a God who actually supersedes the laws of 

nature and performs miracles now, can we?  

  

To put it another way, I'm not surprised that clergy who've already 

compromised so far would be able to sign a letter denying the historicity of 

Genesis and the alleged scientific factuality of evolution. [And despite your 

posturing, doc, you do not want to get into a debate with me over whether 

evolution is a fact or a belief. After all, people might come away believe me 

instead of your educated prestigious self.] 



 

 

  

You should be grateful that I'm up front with you. I'm guessing you're not 

used to it though... 

  

Note something though. When you insult me and tell me that the things I write 

have no basis in reality, that I have no idea what I'm talking about and 

dismiss me as not being worthy of the attempt of productive discussion 

[groundless insults all, but I'm sure they're not at comparable to 

"invective-laden spew" right?], I didn't throw a childish fit. I didn't take 

my ball and go home in a huff. I took the time to respond to you, even if I 

thought you were just being a bit thin-skinned about the whole thing. 

  

In any case, if you can't take the heat... Who am I kidding? You didn't sign 

up for this. You're no soldier for the culture wars. You're still sword 

waving the standard dogma from the high school textbooks. You're not equipped 

to engage an armed opponent. You just wanted to use this pet project of yours 

to dupe school boards into exclusively enforcing evolution in the science 

curriculum to credulous kids. 

  

You're right. Take your ball and go home.  

  

Rev Tony Breeden 

http://DefendingGenesis.org 

  

PS. Does this mean you won't clarify what you mean by "religion as a social 

construct?" I really wish you would answer this simple question, because 'm 

going to write about it anyway. I might as well have your position straight. 

 

Dr Zimmerman made no response and apparently our correspondence was at an 

end. The post that so inflamed him was Yourenothelping’s blog’s revealing 

Critique of the Atheist-Founded Clergy Letter: Surprise! It’s No Different 

Than Atheism. Still, when he was caught quote-mining Answers in Genesis, I 

sent one last email. I really didn’t expect a reply [and in that I was not 

disappointed, at least], but after our last exchange I felt a point ought to 

be made.  

 

 

 

Apr 26, 2010 

 

Dr Zimmerman, 

 

I'm intensely curious how you could go on accusing me of taking you out of 

context in this email thread, how you could be so incensed that I had 

"misrepresented" you, while you had knowingly and purposely quote mined 

Answers in Genesis, misrepresenting them with deceitfully partial and out-of-

context quotations? 

  

It seems a bit hypocritical, doc. 

  

Maybe you don't see lying and personal hypocrisy as wrong, being an atheist. 

Who knows what goes on in the mind of someone willfully ignorant enough to 

deny the existence of their Creator? But you gave airs of having been someone 

who cares about integrity. You certainly huffed off in high dudgeon when you 
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felt I'd "misrepresented" things. You talked of decency, implied you were 

taking the high road [well, "a different road" than the one I was on at any 

rate - and you certainly disapproved of my chosen pavement!] and had the 

nerve to suggest I was being disingenuous or dishonest, as if those things 

mattered to you on some level. 

  

And here you are, without honor. 

  

So is it really worth it? Do the ends justify the means? Are you willing then 

to lie and deceive and misrepresent to make sure that a rosy one-sided view 

of evolution is taught exclusively in science classrooms? 

 

Rev Tony Breeden 

http://DefendingGenesis.org 
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